WELCOME

CAFE OPENING
FEBRUARY 28TH

ABOUT US

About Us
Since 1985, Dartcor’s hospitality-driven approach has diﬀerentiated us as a food service
partner for our clients. At our core, Dartcor is a people business and we pride ourselves
on our ability to attract, hire and retain amazing people - from our senior leadership to
our frontline team members - that care deeply about our clients. Choosing Dartcor
means establishing a relationship with our entire team, led by a passionate executive
group that is always a phone call away.
As a regional food service provider for 35 years, we understand our market better than
our competitors and built an incredible network of local resources to support our
client’s needs - from our recruiting network that attracts high-caliber talent to the local
farmers that provide our produce.
In 2020, now more than ever, corporate dining is viewed as a perk whether its free,
discounted, or simply convenient. Across 40 locations, our 250 team members work to
make sure our clients are providing a diﬀerentiated dining service that brings teams
together, keeps them fueled, and enhances company culture.
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OUR PROMISE

The Dartcor Promise
Dartcor’s commitment to our core values has differentiated us among our competitors for over three decades.
HOSPITALITY DRIVEN

CULTURE FUEL

We promise to build teams that are committed to creating
raves through every stakeholder interaction by taking care of
each other, our guests, our community, our suppliers, and our
investors.

We promise to use food and hospitality to generate daily
excitement that brings teams together.

DELICIOUS, BEAUTIFUL FOOD

COMMUNICATION & TRANSPARENCY

We promise to source only the best ingredients possible,
create the most delicious menus, and never compromise
quality to ensure that the food we serve is as good as humanly
possible as we balance speed of service and excellence of
presentation.

We promise to create open lines of communications across
our organization, to be responsive and regularly provide
transparent reporting on your food service operation.

HEALTH, WELLNESS & SUSTAINABILITY

TECHNOLOGY

We promise to provide nutritional options to keep our guests
healthy, happy, and productive while minimizing our
environmental impact.

We promise to discover, procure, and implement
cutting-edge technology that improves our service.
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ONLINE ORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Order in 6 Easy Steps
1

Access Mobile Ordering Link from our Microsite

2

Choose One of Our Signature Weekly Specialties or Build Your Own Creation

3

Add On Any Snacks, Beverages or Condiments You’d Like

4

Click to Purchase, Choose Time of Pick-up

5

Come to Dedicated Outpost in the Lobby

6

Grab Your Completed Bag in a Safe and Contactless Way and Enjoy!
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OFFERINGS

Delicious Options
Featuring a selection of both standard and artisan sandwiches, grain bowls, balanced plates and salads, and the latest and greatest in snacks and beverages.
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DARTCOR BY THE NUMBERS

1,675,666

MEALS
SERVED
PER YEAR

130
FARM
PARTNERS

70/30
HEALTHFUL

OPTIONS
VS.

TRADITIONAL

FAVORITES

100%,

BIODEGRADABLE

PACKAGING
AVAILABLE
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ONE HAPPY FAMILY
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